
STONETYPE
GREEN SUKABUMI

SPECIFICATION

Product Guide

FEATURES

• Water purifying properties

• Surprising hue highlights 
according to environmental 
factors ie. time of day, 
season, lighting, location & 
orientation

• Ever-changing colour tones

PRODUCT NAME

Green Sukabumi / Pedra Hijau Verde /  
Bali Stone / Green Stone

FINISHES

Honed, Splitface, Sawn cut

AVAILABLE SIZES

Various sizes and thicknesses, up to  
300 x 600

USES

Pool Tile, Cladding, Water features, 
Coping, Wall tile

ORIGIN

Indonesia

STONE/VARIANCE

Quartzite 1 – 1.5mm

DESIGN STYLES

Mosaic on mesh, loose tile, loose cladding 
pieces, cladding on mesh

Green Sukabumi (Plain Finish) Green Sukabumi (Crystal Finish)



Contact

Amanda McCurry 
Sales Manager

Email: info@baumart.com.au
Phone: +61 423 282 268

WA Office
5-7 Bradford St,  
Kewdale, WA 6105

NSW Office
Interchange Dr,  
Eastern Creek NSW 2766 

GLUE/GROUT

RECOMMENDED: Use of adhesives 
that do not contain water, such as 
a two component polyurethane/
epoxy is recommended for long term 
adhesion,(cementitious based adhesives 
are generally not recommended given the 
dimensional instability of sukabumi) see 
attached Laticrete documentation.

Conditions: If arising tile imperfections 
are acceptable & the occasional tile 
replacement is unlikely.

Replacing tiles using these stronger 
bonding systems is difficult, may increase 
the possible risk of damage to pool 
membrane systems (if applicable)

NOT RECOMMENDED: A polymer  
fortified adhesive, possibly with a latex  
or suitable additive.

Conditions: If imperfections are not 
acceptable and replacing tiles is likely. 
Replacing tiles if need be is easier, 
but tiles may move once immersed. 
The grout would be matched to your 
adhesive system, speak to the adhesive 
professionals for advice. Its best to allow 
your tiler/pool builder research adhesive 
system options.

Sukabumi is a natural stone – we are 
unable to guarantee nature, or offer 
warranties. It is a very active stone when 
immersed. Although all measures are taken 

at the factory to ensure our stone tiles are 
of high quality, we are unable to completely 
omit all issues or predict what the stone 
will do in its new environment. Pitting in 
tiles can occur, this is due to the mineral 
content in the natural stone, the water 
chemistry or not protecting the stone from 
weather elements once installed (by filling 
pool with water).

CLEANING / CARE

If stone is affected by organic/non organic 
stains its best to try using a concentrated 
PH Neutral cleaner first, If not affective  
see below.

If stone is affected by organic stains ie. 
Red wine, Coffee, fungi, rust etc try using a 
product like Hanafinn Rejuvenata Active as 
a diluted solution.

If stone is affected by non organic stains 
ie. Mortar, cement etc try using Hanafinn 
Rejuvenata Active as a non diluted solution 
or Hanafinn Oxy-Klenza Plus.

Sometimes discolouration can develop 
on Sukabumi stone adding additional 
character to its appearance, especially 
when installed out of the water. This a 
natural oxidizing reaction, due to the iron 
content in the stone, but may be avoided 
using sealers (out of the water). Speak to a 
sealing professional.

The charm of sukabumi is its natural hues 
and organic appearance. Once laid, the tile 
isnt meant to be perfectly flush (smooth) 
like a glass tile. **Product will change 
colour with age and will continue to evolve 
throughout its life.

Additional resources - Youtube postings: 
USER D&W Corp/Stone depot

Instagram: baumart_holdings_ltd

Please visit our website for install tips and 
risk information****

SEALING

Under water: not required. Waterline tile 
& dry laid: Dry Treat 40SK first, leave to 
dry&harden for 2 weeks, follow with Dry 
Treat Intensifia. (Intensifia will give the tiles a 
permanent wet look).

THINGS TO AVOID

Strong Acid Cleaners or products which 
bare warnings of etching.

SPECIFICATION

Suppliers Terms & Conditions

Samples and displays should be viewed as a guide only. Colour/shade variations occur from batch to batch. Colours shown in this brochure are indicative only and should not be used for final 
selection. Whilst every effort is made to supply product consistent with brochures and examples, some colour and texture variation may occur within production runs. Not all colours are available in 
every region for each product. 

See your retailer for colours available in your region. Products ordered should be chosen from actual samples current at the time of order and are subject to availability. Photographs in this brochure 
are only representative of Natural Stone products and the appearance and effect that may be achieved by their use. Customers should ensure all delivered products are acceptable, and any concerns 
about products are made prior to laying.


